


BICULTURALISM
Short documentary film (2020)

Biculturalism is a short documentary film that I co-created 
with Sebastiaan Boot, Nehemina Osei and Lizaira Angela. It is 
a term that is not often used and speaks of multiple cultures 
coming into one. Biculturalism is an act of being and an act of 
experiencing. We often overlook the complexity of it all so in this 
film we allowed many different biculturals to tell their story. With 
that we hope to take one step further towards understanding 
one another and changing our behaviour towards each other.
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During the making of the film I had multiple roles. I did the handwritten fonts for the promo posts, I edited the film and did 
the moving graphics on the wall, I directed the film along with another member deciding the order in which all the shots 
would take place and what they would look like both on set and in sketches and I curated some of the interview and 
research content. 



I designed a film poster for when we want to submit the film 
to festivals and any future showcasing opportunities. For this 
I used a shot we filmed at the studio to imitate the feeling of 
being in the spotlight/being watched.



During this project my team and I shot photo’s for a print in which we wanted to portray the feeling of biculturalism in an 
abstract manner. I took this image and created a screenprint of it which I then painted quotes from the film over. I also 

created some merch out of it for the team.



The making of this project was quite the experience as it was 
something very personal to all of us. During the project the newspaper 
TROUW was involved in giving us feedback and guidance. We pitched 
a trailer concept to them with the material we had so far and they 
iterated from there. Something that was very important to me was 
inclusivity aswell as not speaking for others, but letting them tell 
their stories and supporting them in that which we took into account 
during the making of. We also experimented with different audio and 
supporting visuals during this project to figure out what would make it 
stronger without taking away form the main story or sugarcoating the 
reality of it all. Throughout the project I had a very diverse role which 
allowed me to be proactive within the making of this film.

PITCH TROUW -  STILLS
SCREENPRINTING
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VPRO TEGENLICHT
Designer online (2021)

From February to July 2021 I was an online design intern for the 
the documentary program VPRO Tegenlicht. During this time I was 
responsible for making all types of visuals for the website, socials 
and meet-ups. These varied from illustrations  to photo editing and 
small infographics. Tegenlicht’s broad variety of themes allowed 
for a lot of creative freedom an exploration and so I was able to  
experiment with different styles of illustration an animation work.



CLICK IMAGE TO VIEW FULL ARTICLE. CLICK IMAGE TO VIEW FULL ARTICLE. CLICK IMAGE TO VIEW FULL ARTICLE. CLICK IMAGE TO VIEW FULL ARTICLE. 

https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/lees/artikelen/2021/wat-hebben-computers-met-onze-gezichten-gedaan.html
https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/lees/artikelen/2021/deze-generatie-wil-graag-haar-toekomst-terug.html
https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/lees/artikelen/2021/hoe-bang-moeten-we-zijn-voor-hersenhackers.html
https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/lees/artikelen/2021/wat-is-er-gebeurd-met-de-droom-van-de-post-work-future.html
https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/lees/artikelen/2021/hoe-de-eu-het-groene-rookgordijn-van-shell-kan-ontmantelen.html
https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/lees/specials/2021/hedgefonds.html
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https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/lees/artikelen/2021/eerlijke-vaccin-verdeling.html
https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/lees/artikelen/2021/economische-ongelijkheid.html
https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/lees/artikelen/2021/economische-ongelijkheid.html
https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/lees/artikelen/2021/op-wie-moet-je-stemmen-als-je-toekomstige-zoonose-uitbraken-wil-voorkomen.html
https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/lees/artikelen/2021/vier-plannen-uit-Brussel-waar-je-van-op-de-hoogte-moet-zijn.html
https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/kijk/afleveringen/2020-2021/de-race-om-de-super-batterij.html
https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/kijk/afleveringen/2020-2021/time-rebels.html
http://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/lees/artikelen/2021/hoe-maken-we-de-wereld-pandemieproof.html
https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/lees/artikelen/2021/minder-autos-meer-inwoners-de-nederlandse-stad-anno-2050.html
https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/lees/artikelen/2021/minder-autos-meer-inwoners-de-nederlandse-stad-anno-2050.html
https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/lees/artikelen/2021/wat-gebeurt-er-als-burgers-zelf-mogen-meebeslissen-over-beleid.html
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THE WAITING ROOM
Immersive art experience (2020/2021)

For a project for caring society 3.0 about death and loss in 
a forensic psychiatric clinic I co-created an immersive art 
experience with Sebastiaan Boot, Nehemina Osei and Lizaira 
Angela. Our goal was not to romanticize the patients of a TBS 
clinic but to show the outside world the humanity of the people 
in these clinics as they are oftentimes demonized. Everyone 
is ‘waiting’ for death and the planet is our waiting room, but 
for residents in a TBS clinic it becomes much more limited. 
So what does this waiting room look and feel like to them? 





Working on this project was a very intense experience. 
The residents of a TBS clinic are in there for what they’ve 
done and so I obviously had prejudices about them. 
But by visiting the clinic itsself, extensive research and 
our interviews with novelist Christine Otten and mental 
caretaker Quang Nguyen my team and I were able to slowly 
but surely capture the story we want to tell. 

The way the clinic and grounds of the Pompestichting 
were set up made it look like their own small city, one 
surrounded by fences. And within those borders there were 
buildings, and then there were their rooms. This made us 
think of having the small boxes that represent different 
aspects of a TBS clinic within the waiting room. Some more 
symbolic and others refering to the jobs and activities the 
residents did to give their lives meaning. There were 12 
boxes for each number on the clock, and each one had a 
different exterior and interior. We only allowed one person 
to enter the space at a time and didn’t allow them to exit 
until we said so. We also gave them a questionaire to get 
them thinking about their meaning of life, this enhanced 
the feeling of isolation. Finally there was a clock hung up in 
the space of which the handles didn’t move, but the ticking 
was very audible, because inside the tbs clinic, your life is 
paused, but time isn’t.
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MOULDED INTO EXISTENCE
    Illustration series (2020)

Moulded into existence is a 4 part illustration series about 
identity. It consists of elements inspired by mythology and 
folklore around the world. The series tells a story about 
how different experiences affect who we become as 
people. I listened to the stories of others and combined 
them with my  own  to  create  the  different  illustrations.
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stories. I grew up with many of these stories and throughout the years 
I realised how much influence they have had on modern storytelling. 
I decided to dive into the subject by looking in to the different types 
of stories around the world and asked myself why these stories have 
been told throughout time and what they could tell for me. I soon found 
out that they all included a lot of symbolism and morals.

So throughout the weeks I sketched out different creatures based 
off people I saw in public, people I knew and scenarios that I had 
experienced. From there I figured out an overall theme within my 
series which became identity and picked out different categories 
that influenced me. These consisted of mental health, addiction, life 
mentors and societal pressure. I used symbolism and parts of my own 
Amazigh culture to then create each piece. Due to this project taking 
part amidst the covid-19 lockdown I had to improvise for my exposition 
so I decided to use the shadows of many props around my house to 
create a mystical feeling and was inspired by my own amazigh heritage 
for the storytellers costume and look.



ROYALTY
Fictive LP cover & campaign (2019)

For a project I designed an LP cover and campaign around 
a music genre and artist I knew nothing about. In this case 
that was korean pop. I immersed myself into this world and 
picked an artist that stood out to me not because they were 
popular but because they were polarizing in comparison to 
other artists from that genre and country. From there I created 
an LP cover and an interative campaign all in the theme of 
this being her comeback after she got fired from her old label.  





As someone who didn’t listen to the k-pop music genre before this 
project and only knew of it’s growing popularity I wanted to understand 
why it is was popular as it is aswell as understanding the differences 
between their music and the western music as their celebrities are called 
idols and have a very specific way of coming into the spotlight. 

During this research I was fascinated by an artist named Hyuna who was 
very controversial within the industry due to her not fitting into the image 
of what female idol should do and be even though her behaviour in the 
western world would not be that shocking at all. I found her to be an icon 
and very strong figure within this industry where the artists are seen as 
disposable pawns. 

That is why I took the idea of winning the game of k-pop and from there 
I designed an LP and promo campaign where in order to come to one of 
her exclusive shows you had to solve a bunch of puzzles. For the vibe of 
the cover I watched many k-pop music videos and took inspiration from 
Hyuna’s character by creating moodboards. For the puzzles I made a 
few up on myy own aswell as receiving help from a friend who design a 
3D-model for a cryptex with a unique code which would be used to hide 
the winning tickets in.
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ONE MINUTE SELF PORTRAIT
short film (2021)

I created a one minute short in which I explained who I am 
as a storyteller. For this short I wanted to use symbolism 
aswell as an aesthetic that would add dimension. I 
did this by using different lighting and creating props.
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For the video I took inspiration from different films I’ve watched 
throughout the years by playing around with lighting aswell as 
symbolism. Because I wanted the vibe of the film in its self to reflect 
me, I used a color palette that reminded me of a lot of fantasy 
films and the one film I used to watch all the time as a kid, Alice in 
wonderland.

The ear I made out of clay was both symbolic and literal is it was 
used to depict the stories being translated into colours but literal as it 
being a functioning ear.

I mixed acrylic paint with different amounts of water to create 
different consistencies to use for how “heavy” the stories are. The 
names on the labels are those of two people who have inspired me. 
For the lighting I used color changing LED strips and hid them behind 
the black background to soften their effect. For secondary lighting I 
used my laptop with different colors on it.



ILLUSTRATION AND ANALOG 
PRINTING 2019-2021

In my free time aswell as for freelance work I like to 
illustrate and make collages. I am always looking for 
new techniques and media to try out in my work. When 
it comes to my work  I can get inspiration from anything 
and everything  whether that  be a personal experience, a 
museum trip, a movie or just a passing thought of ‘what if’.
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THANK YOU.

http://instagram.com/lameiae
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lamiaeelhajjaji/

